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Initiation and evolution of phase separation in heteroepitaxial InAlAs films
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We have investigated the initiation and evolution of phase separation in heteroepitaxial InAlAs
films. In misfit-free InAlAs layers, cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy~XSTM! reveals
the presence of isotropic nanometer-sized clusters. For lattice-mismatched InAlAs layers with 1.2%
misfit, quasiperiodic contrast modulations perpendicular to the growth direction are apparent.
Interestingly, these lateral modulations are apparently initiated within the first few bilayers of film
growth, and both the amplitude and wavelength of the modulations increase with film thickness. The
saturation value of the modulation wavelength determined from XSTM coincides with the lateral
superlattice period determined from~002! x-ray reciprocal space maps, suggesting that the lateral
modulation wavelength represents a periodic composition variation. Together, these results suggest
that phase separation in the heteroepitaxial InAlAs thin-film system is a misfit-driven kinetic process
initiated by random compositional nonuniformities, which later develop into coupled compositional
and surface morphological variations. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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In recent years, compound semiconductor alloys h
been incorporated into a wide range of electronic and op
electronic devices. In most of these systems, growth co
tions have been reported for which phase separation occ
Yet, the thermodynamic versus the kinetic origin of pha
separation, as well as the experimental conditions for de
mining the presence of phase separation have been the
ject of debate for nearly 20 years.1,2 Furthermore, in lattice-
mismatched thin-film systems, the relative roles
morphological undulations and random compositional n
uniformities in the initiation of phase separation remain co
troversial. For example, in the InAlAs system,^110&-oriented
phase separation has been observed in bulk-like epilaye3–6

and in short period superlattices7 grown well above the mis-
cibility gap temperature. In those cases, phase separation
attributed to spinodal decomposition,4 morphological
undulations,6,7 and differences in Al and In sticking coeffi
cients on stepped surfaces.5 In this letter, we report
nanometer-scale investigations of the initiation and evolut
of ^110&-oriented phase separation in the heteroepita
InAlAs thin film system. Our combined cross-sectional sca
ning tunneling microscopy~XSTM! and x-ray reciprocal
space map~XRSM! studies suggest that phase separation
misfit-driven kinetic process initiated by random compo
tional nonuniformities, which later develop into couple
compositional variations and morphological undulatio
This mechanism is likely to be applicable to a wide range
lattice-mismatched thin-film systems.

The samples were grown on~001!-orientedp1 InP sub-
strates, using metalorganic chemical vapor deposition
pressure of 100 mbar, with trimethylindium, trimethylalum
num, AsH3, and PH3 as source gases. The targeted structu
included ten periods of Zn-doped InAlAs/InP superlattic
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consisting of alternating 20 nm InP and 20 nm InAlAs grow
at 620 °C, followed by 500 nm of undoped InAlAs grown
500 °C. The entire structure was capped with 200 nm
grown at 620 °C. We will refer to the InAlAs/InP superla
tices~SLS! as ‘‘vertical SL’’ and the 500 nm InAlAs layers a
‘‘bulk-like InAlAs.’’

High-resolution x-ray rocking curves~XRC! and
XRSMs were measured with a Bede D1 x-ray diffractome
using CuKa radiation. Analysis of a series of~004! and
~224! XRCs indicates that the vertical SL’s are lattic
matched to the InP substrate while the bulk-like InAlAs h
an average In concentration of 71%, and a misfit of 1.
with respect to the InP substrate. For XSTM, the samp
were cleaved to expose a (11̄0) surface, in an ultrahigh
vacuum ~UHV! chamber with base pressure,5310211

Torr.8 Scanning tunneling microscopy was performed w
commercially available Pt/Ir tips. All images were obtain
with a constant tunnel current and sample bias volta
specified below.

An XRSM collected near the InP~002! reflection, with
the Qz and Qx axes aligned parallel to the@001# and @110#
directions, is shown in Fig. 1. Near the center of the map,
InP ~002! and surrounding satellite peaks of the vertical S
are apparent. Left of the InP substrate peak, a peak co
sponding to the bulk-like InAlAs is surrounded by first-ord
satellites of a lateral SL. Using the spacing between the p
associated with the bulk-like InAlAs and the first-order s
ellite peaks of the lateral SL,DQx , we find a lateral SL
period, 2p/DQx ,9 equal to 1761 nm. Since these satellit
peaks are present in~002! but not in ~004! XRSM’s, the
lateral SL is primarily due to chemical or composition
variations, presumably resulting from alloy phase separa
occurring at the surface during growth.

Both the vertical SL and the bulk-like InAlAs are ev
dent in the large-scale XSTM image in Fig. 2~a!. The InAlAs
2 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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layers within the vertical SL contain isotropic clusters w
typical diameters of;2 nm and separations ranging from
to 10 nm, similar to an earlier report.10 The bulk-like InAlAs
contains quasiperiodic contrast modulations perpendicula
the growth direction. Since the lateral contrast modulatio
are present in the lattice-mismatched bulk-like InAlAs, b
not in the misfit-free InAlAs layers within the lattice
matched vertical SL, their formation is likely related to th
relaxation of misfit strain.

To investigate the initiation and evolution of the later
contrast modulations, line cuts from Fig. 2~a! were collected
at various distances from the vertical SL/bulk-like InAlA
interface, as shown in Fig. 2~b!. The tip height variations in
the line cuts, which correspond to contrast modulations
the XSTM images, are due to a combination of lateral che
cal variations resulting from alloy phase separation, and
face distortions resulting from elastic relaxation of strain o
curring during cleaving.11 Average modulation spacings, o
apparent contrast modulation wavelengths,l, were deter-
mined from positions throughout the thickness of the bu

FIG. 1. X-ray reciprocal space map of InAlAs/InP heterostructure collec
near the InP~002! reflection.
to
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like InAlAs. Figure 3 showsl values from several large
scale XSTM images, plotted as a function of distance fr
the interface between the vertical SL and the bulk-like
AlAs. We note that in determiningl values, only those fea
tures in line cuts such as in Fig. 2~b!, with heights at least
twice the typical noise level~;0.4 Å! were considered. It is
evident thatl increases with film thickness, reaching a sa
ration value of;20 nm at a film thickness;25 nm. This
saturation value ofl is within 13% of the lateral SL period
determined from the~002! XRSM, suggesting thatl in
XSTM images corresponds to the wavelength of lateral co
position variations.

Interestingly, the quasiperiodic lateral contrast modu
tions are observed in the line cuts within only a few bilaye
of the vertical SL/bulk-like InAlAs interface. Furthermore
the average modulation spacings increase with film thi
ness, due mainly to the merging of modulations, an exam
of which is indicated by vertical arrows in Fig. 2~b!. As the
modulations merge, the modulation amplitude increases,
mainly to an increase in elastic strain relaxation occurr
during cleaving.

An XSTM image in the vicinity of the interface betwee

d

FIG. 3. Plot of contrast modulation wavelength vs distance from the in
face between the vertical SL and the bulk-like InAlAs.
e was
FIG. 2. Large-scale~a! XSTM topographic image showing both InAlAs/InP vertical SLs and bulk-like InAlAs, exhibiting lateral superlattices. The imag
acquired at a sample bias voltage of22 V, and the gray-scale range displayed is~a! 20 Å. Cuts of the tip height along various lines in~a! are plotted in~b!.
The merging of a pair of peaks is indicated by vertical arrows in~b!.
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the bulk-like InAlAs and the InP cap is shown in Fig. 4.
the lower region of Fig. 4, lateral contrast modulatio
within the bulk-like InAlAs are apparent. The lateral contra
modulations persist up to a cleavage-induced surface s
whose shape resembles a morphological undulation. If
position of the cleavage-induced surface step coincides
the interface between the bulk-like InAlAs and the InP ca
the growth front has developed a morphological undulati
with crests and troughs correlated with the lateral cont
modulations.

Modulation wavelengths of the same order of magnitu
have been reported for similar films with significant
smaller misfits.3 For phase separation initiated by morph
logical undulations, classical instability theory predicts
undulation wavelength inversely proportional to the mis
squared.12,13However, the fact that this proportionality is no
observed experimentally suggests that alternative mo
need to be considered. Therefore, we propose a mode
which phase separation is initiated by random compositio
nonuniformities occurring during the early stages of fi
growth. As more layers are deposited, the phase-sepa
clusters merge together to more effectively relax mi
strain. Consequently, the spacing between phase-sepa
regions increases until it is presumably limited by surfa
diffusion. Meanwhile, the merging of domains also leads
the development of surface undulations which further dr
the phase-separation process. Interestingly, Spenceret al.14

recently proposed that under conditions of differing mob
ties of alloying species, such as in our case where InA
predicted to have 50 times higher surface diffusivity th
AlAs,15 compositional variations may develop in the absen
of surface undulations.

In summary, we investigated the initiation and evoluti
of phase separation in heteroepitaxial InAlAs films usi

FIG. 4. Large-scale XSTM topographic image at the interface between
InP cap layer and the bulk-like InAlAs, acquired at sample bias voltage
21.8 V. The gray-scale range displayed is 24 Å.
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UHV-XSTM and XRSM. In misfit-free InAlAs layers, iso-
tropic nanometer-sized clusters are apparent. For 1.2%
matched InAlAs films grown at lower temperature, XST
reveals quasiperiodic contrast modulations perpendicula
the growth direction. The lateral modulations are apparen
initiated in the initial stages of film growth, and the modul
tion wavelength increases with film thickness. The saturat
modulation wavelength is consistent with the XRSM late
periodicity, suggesting that the wavelength of the XST
contrast modulations represents a periodic compositio
variation. These results suggest that misfit is the driv
force for the observed phase separation. We note that
initiation and evolution of phase separation may also be
fected by the growth temperature.16 In any case, it is likely
that phase separation in the heteroepitaxial InAlAs thin fi
system is initiated by random compositional nonuniformitie
which later develop into coupled compositional and surfa
morphological variations.
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